Introduction
The CO2 content of the atmosphere is a quantity of great interest since CO2 is the most important trace greenhouse gas and since changes of atmospheric CO2 concentrations, over periods up to as much as 100,000 years, are believed primarily to reflect changes in oceanic and biospheric carbon cycling. One way better to understand the role of atmospheric CO2 in present and future climates is to study how CO2 has varied in the past, especially in relation to variations in other physical, chemical and isotopic tracers of climate change. A method which has been widely used to reconstruct paleoatmospheric compositions over the past 250,000 years is the analysis of air contained in polar ice. Th!.s air, trapped as bubbles during the course of ice production, has been generally considered an accurate record of the composition of the atmosphere. Therefore it is possible in principal to determine how the CO2 content of ancient atmosphere has changed by the analysis of air from polar ice cores. The accuracy of this CO2 record, however, depends on whether the air remained unaltered by The process of polar ice formation begins with the deposition of snow. As snow accumulates, the underlying layers begin to compact and recrystallize into a porous structure called firn. Atmospheric air ventilates the firn as long as it remains porous, so the firn is continually flushed with air younger than the snow from which it formed. Air is trapped as bubbles in the ice when the firn recrystallizes completely enough to seal the voids which the atmosphere has ventilated up to that time. The process of air enclosure does not preserve air of a single, unique age because bubble formation occurs gradually, over a range of depths, while air continues to mix throughout the remaining, still porous sections of tim. Therefore ice traps a time-integrated sample of the atmosphere, whose average age (younger than the surrounding ice) depends on temperature and accumulation rate [Schwander, 1989] . At the site of the GISP2 core, during the intervals studied in this work, the temperature and accumulation rate varied in a manner such that trapped air should have an average age from 220 to 700 years less than 
Materials and Methods
The intersradial samples analyzed in this work were taken 
